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BARBATELLANDO
THE PARTY
9th edition!

JULY 20 from 6 p.m.
We are ready for the 9th edition ... our most festive 
date is coming, don't make any other commitments 

because you can't miss it!

Our hill dresses up for an evening that we hope will 

be unforgettable again this year.
The fabric that makes it beautiful is the 

participation of so many friends who collaborate 
with us, some since the first edition, some for a few 

years and some will be with us for the first time...

more
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BARBATELLANDO THE PARTY! 
They will be with us...

Tantì ovens will burn, Nizza farinata and Mr. Crudo from Cuneo and Miss Zola 
Ponzo Butcher Shop from Agliano with water boiling in the pot... the magnificent plin 
and vegetarian agnolotti, the Bona Salumi experience with a selection of their 
cheeses, the super Butcher's Counter with Macelleria Diotti with the Barba Pulled 
Pork,  Macelleria Vittorio and Loredana with their Hot cold Dog with Veal Sausage, 
Poderi Sartoris' fresh delicacies with their fruit juices and peaches with Mimmo's 
gelato, Rocco Safina's special Cuoppo, Laboratorio per Sbaglio's products...
Unmissable The Cascina la Barbatella wine counter and cocktail bar... and this year 
the New Nicese Brewery will be tapping its beer.
The whole evening will be accompanied by music: It will begin with Teatro D'Ic ,a 
show retrò danced and sung by Ivana Mannone and Cristian Catto, to move on to 
the overwhelming VAEVA and last but not least Dj set by Dj set by the legendary 
Riccardo Toso.
For the youngest but not only the comics corner with Doctor Comics and books with 
Il salotto di Bea.

We will welcome you with a free gi�
Free admission | Paid consumption

Notification of attendance is appreciated
+39 3450413704 | +39 3494165241 | labarbatella@labarbatella.com

Cascina la Barbatella
Strada Annunziata 55 Nizza Monferrato (Asti) Italia


